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NTRODUCTIal

PATTERNS FOR TEACHING is one component of Cl pal Perspectives: A

Humanistic Influence on the Curriculum, a project designed to develop a

sequential, K-12 framework for incorporating global perspectives into

e:detihg curricula. The central element of this project is a series of

gl:Llas, each of whidh is an aid to teaching a selected universal concept.

Each gu:de for each concept provides objectives and outlines of suggestions

keyed to najor tcpics currently taught.

PATTERNS FOR TEACHING is a companion series to the guides. It of-

fers some ideas creating your own lessons as well as lesson suggestions

illustrating how aspects of the guide night he brought into your class-

room. We have not tried to include lessons on every topic covered in

the guides. Rather, we offer these primarily as samples of the kinds of

lessons you might devise from guide suggestions to meet your own course

needs.

We hope you will send us your reactions to Patterns and any lessons

you develop which illustrate suggestions in the guide. These, with your

permission, might be included in later versions. Several teachers who

helped pretest the guide on Interdependence in the summer of 1975'have

contributed lesson ideas to the present collection. We hope you will

do the same.
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Conflict 7-9 Guide Reference:
Air and Water Pollution (pp. 7-9)

LESSON 1: TOWN MEETING

by David C. King

ThiS simulation presents in a realistic way conflicts between environ-
mental and economic concerns.

FRCCETURE

Divide the class into three groups, with Group 3 being somewhat smaller
than the other two. Each group is to present arguments in favor of a
particular highway proposal. You can make this role-playing activity as
elaborate as ycu want, even creating specific roles for students to play,
reprr.senting businessmen, office workers, educators, youth, and so on.

Once they have presented their arguments, let them decide the issue on
its merits -- in other woras, allow them to make a majority decision,
changing their stands from the original group if they feel it is justified.
Make sure, however, to stress the point that they are playing the role of
adults with career and security needs.

THE SCENARIO

You are citizens of a small rural town that is pretty well off the
beaten path of urban development. The State Highway Department has sent
letters to all voters in the town, asking for their reaction to three dif-
ferent proposals for construction of a 6-lane highway. Because of the
contour of the land, these are the only routes being considered. Since
the population of the community is so sall, the makor has called a town
meeting to determine what the community as a whole wants the State to do.
The mayor has also received a letter from a large electronics firm, stating
that the company would like to build a 400=worker assembly plant (non-
polluting) in the town, if the new highway makes the community more accessible.

Group 1

Plan 1 offers the greatest economic advantages to the town. In addition
to the electronics plant, a variety of new businesses and jobs would be
created. The highway will be a major tourist route, developing a need for
gas stations, restaurants, and motels. The town's economy has been stagnant
for years, resulting in an actual decrease in population as young people
move to cities to find jobs. This proposal would breathe new life into the

- 1 -
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Group 2

V1;r: economic acivantages of Plan 2 are not as great as Plan 1, it
still o':":f-; :!::portant possibilities foe progress and prosperity. The elee-
trcnk...s firin n4hha!.ly find the plan satisfactory. Modest advertising
wou:1.d tourt:; to stop in the ton, although perhaps in smaller

finyt pin. The deer run would he cut in two, as
-- a:fact that brings cries oE anguish from the environrilen-

tali ;t irOfar i_etter than cutting the town in hf1f, which would
hIfEH, up tr,iitie::1'neipThhorhoods ari1 prol:ably necessitate the construction

d In Other uords, while Plan 1 would essentially create two
tYs would 1:,) t;-lo town intact while offering nearly as great
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Group 3

Pla3; the highw-ly simply by-pass thc: town, locating it

30 -ta the nort:h. This would certainly leave the town outside the
oL. tcs ste!te's econonic &v,.,lopment, but it would also nreserve

town as it Snppors of this Plan feel that maintaining a certain "qual-

ity of liF(!' more important than turnin7, the comr,unity into another It:merican

ron ejty for the sae of progress and growth. This group of environ-
feel thitt it is important to conserve the wooded areas, as much

for the wi.J.7.ife as for its potential use as a recreation ara. The destruc-

tion of and the deer run would seriously upset the ecoloical halanc-e

of the rdmiliarly, the disreird of a historical site seems to them .

typical e.): how the prorit motive: leas us away from important values.

FO Dr5CUSSIO

1. Ho::- did you arrive at your final dcision -- that is, what ari:uments car-

ried ta r:ont weight? Do y....)u Lh3.n:: you acted in a way that realistically

reflect hw a to.,:n might decidr, the same issue?

2. What wc:u2.1 bfl the cumuMt3,ve effect of 100 towns making the same decislon

on sur an ir3sue?

3. Cen cr a, fourth plan not considered by the state? Can yuu think

of or fitl any similalt issues beins faced in'your community or reion?

- :3 -
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7.,-.9-Guide Reference:

Topics in :7.S. History (pp. 12-18),

LESSON 2: JOINING UP: FAMILY CONFLICT DURING THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

by David C. King

'1'.] conflict faced by individuals or groups in a historical event pro-
vides a good way for stue ts to feel they are dealing with real people and
real 7roblems. The follo....ng lesson is a simple story of a family conflict
set off by the decision of the American colonists to take up arms against
the British.

Reading and discussing the story can be completed.in one class period,
preferably during study of the events leading to the American Revolution.

PERFORNANCE OBJECTIVES

Students will

1. compare a conflict between two brothers to the conflict
between the colonies and England.

2. recognize social conflict as one of the major forces shaping
our lives.

3. identify_ and analyze a conflict between two brothers and
-within an individual.

4. express greater empathy for those caught up in social upheaval.

JOINIM UP

...That morning in the summer of 1775 was-the first time my brother
Nathan and I ever had a serious argument. And it threatened to tear our
family apart.

He was busy packing his things. Word had come only an hour before that
General Washington and the Continental Army were approaching Cambridge.
Nathan had his heart set on joining up. Nothing I or my mother said seemed
likely to change his mind. My mother had talked of little else for days.



Lesson 2: Joining Up: Family Conflict During the Aerican Revolution -- coned.

I made one last effort. I remember I said to him, "We've all had our
troubles with the GOvernment, Nathan. But what you are about to do is
commit treason."

He stopped, his hand poised above his pack.

"T-econ?" he repeated in a quiet voice. "Is it treason when we have no
other e:i;ice?"

"Thre are other ways to settle our grievances," I said. "That*s what
we have laws and rc.crnment for." .. . ... .. .

"Do I have to refresh your memory?" he said. His voice was more stern
now. "Pave we not tried everything? And look where it has led us. It
wasn't five years ago that some of your young friends began throwing snow-
balls at a soldier on the Common. Do you remember what happened that day?
Three people were killed. Three Americans."

I didn't have to be reminded about the infamous "Boston Massacre." I,
too, felt the sorrow of that day andothe hardships that followed But I
didn't say that to Nathan. Instead,I said, "That,might have been an acci-
dent. Maybe that officer didn't mean to give an order to shoot. Besides;
that WIC different from this. This is open revolution."

"Yes, it's revolution," he said, resuming his packing. "And perhaps
it's about time. How often has Parliament acted against our interests?
Has the King ever acted as though he were our King? I say that our lives
are not worth a penny unless we have a voice in our own affairs. Our only
chance for freedom is independence -- and if we have to fight for it I
mean to fight."

"Then what about the shop?" I asked, hoping to change the argument.
"I can run it alone, I suppose. But just about half of what we sell comes
from England. Where will we get supplies? No Englishman will sell to us."

"And what good is the business now?" he said bitterly. "Our taxes
are a burden. Our fellow citizens don't want to buy British goods."

Hepaused and looked at me in that calm, level way of his. "Look,
brother," he said. "I mean you no ill 1411, I know I'm leaving you with
a _burden. You have the shop to run, al:d I rely on you to .look after mother.
I don't Iike to leave you like this. T'It I Se* no other way."

H. made me feel very young and very alone. I admired his courage, his
determination. I hoped that some day I would be brave enough to follow in

6
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Lesson 2: Joining Up: Famdly Conflict During the American Revolution -- cont'd.

his footsteps. But at the time all I could think of was that our,safe little
home was coming apart and that we were all in danger.

FOR DISCUSSION

1. 7:,?. two brothers are in conflict. What is the conflict about? (What
they arguing about?) In what ways is their conflict like the conflict

becween the colonies and England? In what ways is it different?

2.. The young man telling the story also has a conflict within himself.
What is the conflict abuut? Have you ever had a similar experience?
Explain.

3. Do you think other colonists had conflicts like the two brothers? How
do you think they would be resolved?

7



Ccnniet 7-9 Guide Reference:
Analyzing the Civil War (pp. 12-15)

LESSON THE EIANC I PAT ION PROCLANATION

by David C. King 4.1

1:117 did President Lincoln hesitate so long in issuing the Emancipation
Proc.-:.e..iation? What did his hesitation have to do with the course of the
War? Uhat did he mean by saying that preserving the Union was more impor-
tant? The answers to the questions are important for understanding Lincoln's
decisicns and the debates surrounding them. By analyzing the conflicts he
faced, the students will gain a better sense of how and why the decisions
were made.

The simplest way to present this lesson is to xerox the material, dis-
tribute it for class reading, and then deal with the discussion questions.
You can also add more to the study by using this as an introduction to a
research and role-playing activity. Have individual students find out more
about the controversy. Assign roles and simulate the kinds of exchanges
that took place. Switch roles and re-play the episode so a number of people
have a chance to play the role of Lincoln. Ask these individuals to try to
deseribe their feelings in Lincoln's position. Did they experience a sense
of fre8sure? How would they describe this? Was there frustration in trying
to explain their position to others? Was there any sense that perhaps they
should back down? You might also ask volunteers to describe any situation
they've encountered that might be similar.

THE EAANCIPATION PROCLAATION

When the firing on Fort Sumter opened the War Between the States,
President Lincoln felt that his first duty was to restore the unity of the
nation. His purpose in ordering troops against the Southern rebels was to
"preserve the Union."

But what about the issue of slavery which had had so mach to do with the
outbreak of the war? Lincoln hated the idea of slavery as much as any man.
Years earlier, as a young Congressman, he had said: "Slavery and oppression
must cease, or American liberty must perish." In 1861, however, he felt
that freeing the slaves would only make things worse -- the border states
would be likely to join the Confederate side and many Union soldiers would
be unwilling to fight for emancipation. He also doubted whether the Presi-
dent or Congress had the power to make such a decision.

9
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Lesson 3: The Emancipation Free/oration -- coned.

A.-; the war progressed, more and more people began to put pressure on the
Fresident to issue an Emancipation Proclamation. After the Union Army was
badly defeated at Bull Run, Senator Charles Sumner and others urged the
President to declare the slaves freed. This, they said, would give the
Union soldiers the feeling they wore fighting for an ideal --.the ideal of
ircedom for all people.

"I would do it," Lincoln calmly replied, "if I were not afraid that half
the officers would throw down their arms and three more states would rise."

Th3 President also felt that the proclamation would do no good if it
coul l't be enforced. "If a decree of emancipation could abolish slavery,"
he told a group who had come to urge him to act, "John Brown would have done
the work. Such a decree could surely not be more binding than the Constitu-
tion, and that cannot be enforced in that part of the country now."

LSncoln listened patiently to the growing number of critics, but refused
to issue a proclamation until he felt it would help the Union cause. In
the mummer of 1862, a famous newspaper editor named Horace Greeley wrote an
article titled "The Prayer of Twenty Millions." He criticized the President
and said that the "existence of the country" and "the well-being of mankind"
demdnded the Proclamation. Lincoln wrote a reply which Greeley printed in
his newspaper:

My paramouill objectitthe President wrote) in this struggle is
to save the Union, and it is not either to save or destroy slavery.
If I could save the Union without freeing any slave I would do it,
and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves I would do it; and
if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others alone, I would
also do that. What I do about slavery, and the colored race, I do
because I believe it helps to save the Union; and what I forebear, I
forebear because I do not believe it would help save the Union...

I have here stated my purpose according to my view of official
duty; and I intend no motification of my oft-expressed wish tq-at all
men everywhere could be free.

Lincoln was also worried about what would happen to black people once
they were freed. Frederick Douglass, a black who had escaped from slavery,
visited the President and urged him not to worry about that.

"But who will take care of them?" Lincoln asked.

"Let them take care of themselves, as others do," Douglass answered.

-10 -
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Lesson 3: The Emancimation Proclamation -- cont'd.

Lincoln then wanted to know if the freed slaves should be allowed to re-
main in the United States. Of course, Dcuglass replied, "They won't take up
mcre room than they do now."

BLt Lincoln was still concerned over whether or not blacks and whites
could live together in harmony. He told a group of black visitors in 1862:

we are different races. Whether it is right or wrong I need not
dis_. , but this physicdl difference is a great disadvantage to us both, as
I think your race suffer very greatly, many of,them by living among us,
while others suffer from your presence. In a word we suffer on each side.
If this be admitted, it affords a reason at least why we should be separated."

(The quotations are from: Roy Basler, ed.,
The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln,
1953, Vol. IV; and John Hope Franklin,
The Emancipation Proclamation, 1963)

FOR DISCUSSION

1. What conflicts did Lincoln face over whether or not to issue the Emanci-
pation Proclamation? Do you find evidence that he had co.aflicts in his
own mind over what he wanted to do? Did you ever face a conflict be-
tween what you had to do and what you wanted to do?

2. Both the President and his critics wanted to preserve the Union. Why,
then, was there conflict between them?

3. What did Lincoln think might' happen if he tried to resolve the conflict
between the states by freeing the slaves?

4. Do you think he was correct in guessing that blacks and whites would
have trouble living side-by-side? :or what reasons?

14



Conflict 7-9 Guide Reference:
Studing C.7)nterrary Issues (pp. 3-12)

LESSON 4: THE GRAND CANYON ISSUE*

The following conflict situation can be used as a basis of discussion
in relation to the function of government in reconciling conflicting i_nter-
ec-: a_oups. The Grand Canyon story can also be made into a role pla: ; groups

1Lnts taking the part of various participants in the case. Set up the
rol2 play in the form of public hearings before the Secretary of the Interior
or an:.cller mediating group. Have students present the pros and cons in an
orri_7ly way; allow for debate and conclude with the mediators' decision.

Similar conflict situations involving government and the law may be
found in the text from which this lesson was excerpted (cited below). Look
in the news media for similar situations suited to classroom study.

THE GRAHD CANYOH ISSUE (1960'g)

The Colorado Ri/er begins in the mountains of the state cf Colorado,
flows through the states of Utah, Arizona, Nevada, and forms the border be-
tween California and Arizona. After leaving the United States it passes
through a small part of Mexico and ott into the Gulf of California. The
Colorado River has flowed here for thousands of years. In Arizona it has
cut deep down into the earth and formed the Grand Canyon. The Grand Canyon
is 217 miles long and from 4 to 18 miles wide at the top. The river has
cut down so far that in some places it flows 5,500 feet below the flat
land at the top of the canyon.

Each year thousands 5f people visit the Grand Canyon. It is famous
for its beauty and scientific interest. In the depths of the canyon
scientists can see rocks and fossils formed thousands of years ago. In some
ways the walls of the Grand Canyon are like a history book. Trained scien-
tists can study layers of rock and the fossils in them to find some clues
to the history of the earth and living things. The Grand Canyon is of
such interest that a part of it was made into a National Park in 1919.

* From Conflict, Politics, and Freedom, by Charles N. Quigley and Richard P.
Longaker, 4) Copyright, 1976, 1972, 1968, by Ginn and Company (Xerox
Corporation). Used with permission.

13 -



Lesson 4: The Grand Canyon Issue -- cort'd.

People have often looked at the Grand Canyon and the Colorado River,and
thought of other ways these natural reJc;Irces could be used. About 1900,
a group of men wanted to begin mining in the canyon. At that time the land
they wanted to use was owned by the federal government. Theodore Roosevelt
w2.'3 Presi,!.ent. In 1903, he refused the miners permission to dig in the
cnys,n.and said, "Leave it as it is. You cannot improve on it. The ages

at work on it and man can only mar it."

7:.e Colorado River flows for miles between the states of Arizona and
Cali.'ornia. These are two of the fastest growing states in our country.
The; :oth have large areas of soil that is very good for farming, but
neither state has enough water. For many years both states have been shar-
ing come of th':t water of the Colorado River, using it for crops, homes,
businesses, and industries.

One of the largest dams in,the world, Hoover Dam, was built
of the river between Arizona atd Nevada. This dam has caused a
Lake Mead, to fill one of the side canyons formed by the river.
is used to store water for generating electric power to be used
states.

on a part
great lake,
Hoover Dam
in nearby

Since so many people have been moving into t.rizona and adifornia
there has been a greater need for water and electric pcAter in both states.
Farms and industries need large amounts 'ater. 'People need water for
home use. People in the governments in "1 states have been trying to
find new ways to bring water and electric power to the peoplt in their
states:

Some people in Ar:-.ona made two plans to bring more water and electric
power into their state. One plan was to lay large pipes across the desert
that would bring water from the Colorado River to Tucson and Phoenix, the
largest and fastest growing cities in Arizona. (This was called the Central
Arizona Project.) However, since this would take too much water from the
river, they had another plan. They wanted to go far to the northern part
of the Unit.9i States where the Columbia River flows. The plan was to take
somt., of the water that flowed into-the Columbia River and,build canals and
pipe lines that would send this water south into the Colorado River. (This
plan was called the Lower ColoradO%River Basin Project.)'

Both of these plans were very expensive. Most'Peofile thought the plans
would cost too much for the people of Arizona to pay for with the taxes
they paid to their state government. They tried to think of other ways to
pay for both projects.

Congressmen from Arizona asked the members of the House of Representa-
tives (in Washington, D.C.) to approve a plan to build two large dams in

-14 -
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Lesson 4: The Grind Canqon Issue -- cont'd.

the Grand Canyon. These dams were to cost the federal government $750,000,000
of the tax money paid by all of the taxpayers in the country. Large electric
power plants were to be built by the dams and the electricity they generated
1,:is to be sold to people in nearby states. Most of the money made by selling
t: electric power was to be used to pay for the two projects planned to
13r.:T-7, watr into Arizona.

T. two dams would make large lakes that would partly fill the Grand
Canyc:_. The people in favor of the dam gave the following arguments:

1. Once the dams were built, the money made by selling electric
power could be used to pay for bringing water into Arizona.

2. If more power and water were brought into Arizona, then more people
could coe to live and work there. This would help people who
owned businesses in Arizona.

3. Suppose the government spent $750,000,000 to build dams in
Arizona. Probably much of this money would be paid to builders
and workers in Arizona. These people would be helped by earning
the money. They would spend the money in Arizona, and other
people would earn some of it from them.

Many individuals and groups of people were against the plan for building
dams in the Grand Canyon. One group was the Sierra Club. This is a group
of people who try to save beautiful parts of our country from being spoiled.
Many people give money to this club. The money is used to place ads in
papers, hold mzetings, and do other things to get other people to help pro-
tect natural areas of the country. The Sierra Club was joined by other
conservationists in opposing the dams. They were also j*ned by the editors
of The New York Times, one of the largest and most importAnt newspapers in
our country, and by Congressman Saylor, a Republican from Pennsylvania.

People against the dams gave the following arguments:

1. The dams and lakes would spoil one of our country's greatest
natural wonders -- the Grand Canyon.

2. The plan for the dams called for using money from all of the tax-
payers to help bring water to two cities in Arizona that were
already two of the fastest growing cities in the country.

3. If the people of Arizona want more water and power they should
pay for it, since they are the people who will be helped. The
rest of the people of the country shouldn't have to pay for some-
thing that doesn't help them.

- 15 -
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Lesson 4: The Grand Canfjon

4. Power from dams would cost more money than power from steam
plants burning coal or oil. It would cost over twice as much
as power from a nuclear plant. If people from Arizona need
more electric power, they should not build dams A ruin the
Grand Canyon but should build steam power

cf the people involved in this argument was a member of the executive
,Df the federal government. He was Stewart Udall, the Secretary of'

the 1-Iterior in the President's Cabinet. Among other things, he and his
he.12crs were in charge of developing new ways to use natural resources to
help economic growth. They were also in charge of protecting the National
Parks of the country.

r. Dominy was Secretary Udall's assistant in charge of finding ways
to use natural resources to help the economic growth of the country. He
said that since there were no steam plants built and the water power was
thel,e to be used, the government should build the dams.

Several years earlier he had talked to a committee of the Senate who
were interested in the best ways to generate electricity and get more water.
They asked him what he thought should be done about this problem. He
answered that if the government would try to develop ways to use nuclear
power to generate electricity and to make salt water into fresh water the
problem could be solved in a few years.

rh-fore the dams could be built using tax money, they had to be approved
by a comm1t4-ee in the House of Representatives. So many people were criti-
cizing the plan= for the dams that Representatives in favor of having them
built decided net to try to get approval for the larger dam near the bor.ttom
of 'Clio Grand Canyon, but to try to get members of the committee to approve
spending tax money to build the smaller dam farther up the river.

When people against the dams heard this new idea they complained again.
Members of the Sierra Club said that when the plans were first made, membersof the Bureau of Reclamation declared that one dam would be useless, and
that both dams would have to be built. If one dam was useless, then why .
were people for the dams now trying to get Congress to approve of building
one dam?

Representatives then decided to hold the plans and to act on them ;..t
another time. The Secretary of the Interior then asked members of Corgrt.ss
to approve hiring a group of people to study the needs for water and pue...11,
of all people in the United States, and to approve of making a plan to meet
them all. This group was to be called the National Water Commission.

- 16 -
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Lesson 4: The Grand Canyon Issue -- cont'd.

WHAT DO YOU THIWK?

1. What were the interests of the conservationists?

2. What vere the interests of those in favor of the dams?

3. 61,c-I1d different interest groups he allowed to express their ideas?

4 Were the arguments of both groups reasonable? How?

5. How did the organization of our government make it possible to solve
this disagreement?

6. How did the conservationists try to get their way?

7. How did those in favor of the dams try, to get their way?

8. Did the members of the Sierra Club gain any advantage by working
together? How?

9. Why do you suppose those in favor of the dams gave up trying to get
both built and tried to get approval for the smaller dam?

- 17 -
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LESSON I: THE DECISION IS YOURS*

Aciseted tes MYNE MILLAR

Develee' coentries are faced
with maee problems in determining
priorities for erojects which will con-
tribere to their grewth and develop-
ment. Most de teloping countries rely
on some form of ecoriemie aseistance
from other countries, or on multi-
lateral institutione such as the World
Bank, to launch needed projects in
various areas of the country. The diffi-
cult questien for both the giver and
the receiver of aid is how to determine
which projects should be given the
highest priority when there is only a
limited amount of money available.
When a country needs help in many
areas of its economic and social
such as in agriculture, health, educa-
tion, and industry; which projects
should receive attention first? On
what basis should priorities be estab-.
lished? Under what conditions shou(d
economic assistance be given? Re-
ceived?

The following paragraphs briefly
describe th e. country of Upper Volta
in West Africa. Note the topographi-
cal features of this country, the char-
acter of the population, the type of
economic activities found in the coun-
try, the natural resources, and the
methods of transportation and com-
munication. After reading the descrip-
tive material carefully, read the situ-
ation below and then describe the
projects which have been proposed
for outside funding. Lively discussion
should follow as you make decisions
as to which projects should receive
priority in funding.

UPPER VOLTA

Upper Volta is a landlocked coun-
try in West Africa, lying just north of
the equator. Its neighbors are Ghana,
the Ivory Coast, Mali. -Niger, Da-
homey, and Togo. Upper Volta wat
ruled for nearly 70 years by France,
and became independent in 1960.

5.1 million people (almost all
black Africans) live in Upper Volta.
'The country is 106,938 square miles.

This suggestion has been adapted
from the "Aid Committee Game," by
courtesy of Oxfam-America.

Conflict 10-12 Guide Peference:
Fairness in Global Conflicts (pp. 49-50)

in area. The population is growing so
fast that it will probably double in
35 years. There is no government-
sponsored family planning program.
There are about 18 people per square
kilometer on the average, but most
people live in the center and south of
the country, where the rainfall is as
high as 40 inches a year. Very few
people live in the north, where there is
desert. 110,000 people live in the cap-
ital, Ouagadougou.

The rainy season is from May to
November, with little or no rain the
rest of the year. During the rains,
much of the water runs oil and does
not soak into the ground. Animals
can be grazed and crops grown in
the center of the country.

Nine out of ten people in Upper
Volta live in the countryside and most
of themgrow all their own food: mil-
let and sorghum, maize (all cereals),
and some root crops. The country is
so poor, the farming methods so old-
fashioned, and the tools so few, that
most people living there eat only one
meal a day. This is mostly millet por-
ridge. They eat meat perhaps once a
week. Hardly anyone eats fruit. On
the average, each farmer cultivates
less than 21/2 acres, and less than one-
fifth of all the land is farmed, and onl:
one-fourth of that is farmed effi-
ciently. Erosion is a problem be-
cause many people farm until the soil
is exhausted. Cotton. rice, ground-
nuts,, and an oily fruit called karite,
are grown for sale.

Many, peasant families keep sonic
poultry, and the country's main
wealth is its animals. There arc 2.6
million cattle, 1.7 million sheep, 2.4
million goats, 250,000 horses arid
donkeys, 195,000 pigs, and sonic
camels. Live animals constitute more
than half the country's exports, and
thousands of them walk hundreds of
miles to the nearest market. There is
a slaughterhouse at Ouagadougou.
There are fish in the rivers of western
Upper Volta, but fish is seldom eaten.

To raise animals and look after
them properly, people need plenty of
water. But water is scarce, particu-
larly during the dry season. People
heve tried to increase water supplies
by building wells and dams. Alter-
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natively, women fetch it frenn water-
holes and even puddles. Often, the
same water is used for de;:iking bath-
ing, washing clothes, and watering
animals. Every time the villagers
drink this water, they risk getting
several different diseases. There are
villages where half the people are
Wind. French doctors working in
Upper Volta think that safe drinking
and washing water for everyone might
cut diseese by half.

Upper Volta has sonic manganese
and copper. and possibly other min-
erals, including bauxite (aluminum is
made from bauxite). The world price
for manganese is very low, however,
and in 1970 there were still no plans
to develop the large deposits,

Only atout 29,000 people have
paid jobs in Upper Volta, 30 it is not
surprising that about 450,000 people
leave the country each year. Some of
them (mainly men) leave to work
abroad for a short time, especially in
the Ivory Coast. But about 100,000
people leave the country for good
each year. Some of the money earned
by these migrant workers is sent back
home and their families use it to buy
things that they need.

'There is one railway in the coun-
try, linking it with the Ivory Coast.
None of the rivers is navigable. There
are two tar-macadam airports and 49
landing strips. Only 6,500 kilometers
of road in the whole country are pass-
able in the rainy season. There is a
plan to link Ouagadougou with Lome,
the capital of Togo (about 1.000
kilometers away). In 1967, there
were 4,800 light and 5,600 heavy
vehicles in Upper Volta. There are
ailout 70,000 radios in use and
1,309 telephones.

The Gross National Product per
person each year in Upper Volta (this
is the country's annual production di-
vided by the number of people in the
country) is about..$50. This is one of
the two or three lowest in the world.
(The GNP per person per year in the
U.S. is over $4,700.) Most people in
Upper Volta never have any money,
and have to live on what they can
grmv.

About 98% of the people in Upper
Volta cannot read or write.
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When 11-1 last surveys were made,
aboin nine years ago, they showed
that people in Upperyolia corild.ex-
peet to live to be 31 years nU in the
U.S.. the life expectancy is 7G years).
There is one doctor TO every 76,230
people (in ihe U.S., 620) and one
hospitai bed for every I.613ll people.
Large scale vaccination campaigns
now help many people avoid small-
pox, yellow fever, and sleeping sick-
ness, which has been widespread. But
malaria, river blindnest.. :Ind tuber-
culosis are still 1.:ornmon.

Upper Volta depends heavily on
foreign aid. France gives mote than
any other couniry. Slt pitiCS it di-

. reedy and also through the Common
\ Market Development Fund. It is pos-
sible that France may not go on giving
as much aid as she has been doing in
the past.

But much of the aid, in effect, goes
back to France because Upper Volta

1 imports so much from her. French-
owned firms are veiy important.

THE S.M/ATION
You arc a nten)5er 4 if the (..irants and Loans Committee

'of a private ornaniianon whic-h caries on fund-raising
projects in your own enuntrt ,in behalf of less affluent,
develoPing cotmtries in other parts of the world. At tho
moment your eommittee has about $32,000 at its dis-
posal to allocate to speeial projects in Upper Volta. You
have had six projects submitted to the commhtee for
funding. The cost for funding all the projects would be
nearly $51.000. Since you do not have that miich at
your disptIsat you must decide which projects, either in
part or in full, will he funded, and explain why you sup-
port certain projects over others. You should keep in
mind both short-term needs and long-range goals in
selecting projects that wouk! he most beneficial to the
country at this time.

In considering the needs of this country, remember
the country's background and resources and the daily
problems facing the citizens of this country because of
the lack of development. With these things in mind, con-
sider the requests as described, study the map, and discuss
and decide which projects should have the highest priority.

Location olf Projects
PrOject 2 would be carried out in thc southeast of

Upper Volta. Projects 4 and 5 would be carried out in
the center of the country. Project 6 would be in the
northwest. Projects 1 and 3 would be in a number of
different places.

PROTECTS FOR UPPER VOLTA
Project 1:

The Association for Rural Development is nonprofit
and has been working in Upper Volta for some years.
It provides help for community development in the
countryside. ARD's workers get to know the peasants,
find out which of them are most likely to influence their
neighbors, encourage them and train them to farm
better. The workers set_up.training centers in the coun-
tryside where village leaders can be taught. ARD gets
its money from grants from the French government aid
program and from voluntary agencies. Now ARD wants
to carry out a pilot scheme to find out what sort of life
women live in certain areas of Upper Volta. Although
women are very important in the economy of the coun-
try, the government has given hardly any money for work
amo`ng them.

ARD hopes in this scheme to get exact information
on: the food habits of children and adults; the daily tasks
of women, and how much time they spend doing them at
each time of year: the care that the women give their
children; and the importance of a woman's work as a
farmer, as she prepares food and sells what sbe can.

ARD hopes to work fimt of all among adult women.
because they are respected. The ARD wants to teach the
women to do all their work better, both at home and on
the land. The plans for next year will be drawn up when
the results of the first year's work are known.

20 -
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One of the two French women workers has had 18
months experience in the (French-speaking) West Indies.
Both the workers have done a. similar study in a neieibor-
ing African country. Three Upper Volta women will
help chem.

"Ise money dvailable from the French government,
.and feani etter voluntary organizations, is not enough

iese scheme. so the ctimmittee is being asked

capita: Costs:

A hozpie for Ole French workers, including
furniture and a weP $2,075

A meetine house for vi1le7c women 635
A three-hor:,e-power Citroen 2,475
Three motor f.icycles and several bicycles 975
Materials for training 238

Running ccsts for one year;
Part of the travel fares and salaries of two

French workers 4,238
Interpreters 405
Running cost of vehicles 1,525
Running costs of motor bicycles 228
Agricultuell fund 428
Habitat 'and health fund 850
Domestic science fund 428
Training of village workers 288
Emergencies 105

Total estimated project cost $14,893

Project 2:
Diocese.

Bishop Tocqueville of Maluti Diocese, has asked the
committee for help for the Technical Training Center
at Maluti. The Center has been in existence for twelve
years and still has the same Director. It is very well
equipped.

The subjects ;aught are carpentry, building, auto-
mechanics, electrical mecl=ics. There are 67 students
at the Center. each in a four-year course.

Your committee is being asked for a loan to help
provide equipment so that three of the hest pupils can
start their own business at the end of their course. They
would repay about 863 a year.

Unless this money is found, these young men will
have to find jobs in 'foreign firms, which have a lot of
power in Upper Volta. Other pupils leaving the Center
have also received outside help to set up on their own.

The three young men will stay with friends until they
can build their own home. The Director and staff of
this excellent Center will check their work and advise
them.

The grant is recomMended by our Field Director, but
he suggests that we give only $1,100 in all (instead of

Aid for a technical training center in Mahal

Money recommended for.the three men together for
Building workshops $ 525'
Equipping vetrkshops 325
Materials for their first johs

(tackS, screws, locks, glass, planks, etc.) 250--
Total estimated project eost $1,100

Project 3: Cementing village wells In Upper Volta
One writer has described Upper Volta as "a horribly

dried-up furnace of a country." There is not nearly
enough water for everyone, bet there piust be reliable
water supplies before the country can be fully developed.
There arc 7,000 villages in Upper Volta and 16,000 wells.
But only a thousand wells have been cemented and are
permanent. So, during the rainy season, between My
and October, most of the uncemented wells collapse
and have to be dug again each year, usually in December.
In the meantime, women have to walk up to six miles
each day to the nearest source of water.

The government of Upper Volta does not have enough
money to organize a nationwide program to cement
village wells, and asks other agencies to do this. For
years, the World Wide Mission has been helping villagers
to cement their weils. About 300 a year are cemented
nowadays. But, even so, it will take about 20 years before
each village has its own cemented well.

Our committee is asked for $2,233 to help the Worid
Wide Mission to cement 15 wells in one year, and $3.750
to cement another 22 wells the following year. The wells
varj in cost from $50 to $325 according to the kind of
soil and the methods used. The villagers do all the work
and, if they can, they help pay to cement the well.

Total estimated project cost $5,983
Project 4: Two projects in itiforogoro Diocese

Bishop Sibanda, of Morogoro, has asked for aid
for two projects in his diocese. Morogoro is one of
the poorest dioceses in Upper Volta. 95% of the people
work on the land. Even in good years there is rain only
in four months. The chief crops are millet, cotton, rice.
and groundnuts (peanuts).

Both these projects tit in *with the government's de-
velopment plans. Our committee has already given money
to equip a home economics center and to drill several
wells in this diocese.

Project 4. The Bishop asks for about $8,750 to
build a Reading Room suitable for informal education.
The building would be for young people in the town
of Moshi, not far away. The cost could be reduced to
$6,563 if the young people did some of the building.

Project B. The Bishop asks for the following equip-
ment for each of ten peasant families.

$1.374 which was requested). 2 5

A locally made plough $ 45
A locally made cart 108
A donkey to pull the cart and plough 13
Harness 3

Total $169
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The total cost, for ten familitee enadd. he Snielh.
Five (amities live in each of 'two parishes, which have
African clergy. Most of them have land. The father of
each famiiy has had some farming training and knows
ho,e to eea !tie ,ahtioment. The.Bbhop will tell the
hn' t era, t7 ota tee rojece if it is approved. The clergy

r+r'7; to our committee.
eea perishes, the men wouid be sepervised

etan front a eueernment rural training organiaation.
ia the othet v:ri.;11, there is no government fanning
expert. The SiircrviFion caiil be by a rith;sionaly priest
who is a faratieg espent. Four o the five nacn in this
parish inve k,a a four-year mining comae in reli-
gion and eadeelture. Eventually, ail the men hope to
buy seed. 'Tien: might alao buy eheeeical fertilizers from
the governmeet.

Total estimated proj,..ct cost $8,253

Project 5: nondpinops for villoge borehoks
Two years ago an Nadal study was made in the west

central part of Upper Volta to find out how much under-
ground water there was. The study was made in 24 vil-
lages in a very dry area, and one test borehole was
drilled in each of the villages.

Between 500 and 2,000 people live in each of the
villages. People get water from open wells. of which
there are riot nearly enough.

No water cau be got front the test horeholes, because
k there are no pumps attached to them. All there is to

see of the horcholes is a sealed steel tube sticking about
two feet out c,f the ground.

Your committee is asited to give $17,500 to pay for
handpumps and spare parls for each of the 24 boreholcs.
Our Field Director, Mr. Greett, woeld like us to support
this project. He suggests we give $4.300 for six pumps
and spare parts at about $7:5 each. Mr. Green says,
"At least 24,000 people would benefit if we pay fru

thie project 1 c people would have pure druAing
water. water for their animals, and water for their vege-
tables."

Total estimated project cost `Is ;7,500

Project 6: "Foo(1 for work" in .iinycingo 3istvict
Two years of even poorer rains than usaili, and very

bad harvests, have caused famine in Inyanga district.
The people have grown hardly any food, and they heve
no money to buy any.

Eaeh male head of a family usually supports 10 to IS
persons, including his wife or wiees, hi; children, his
younger brothers. with or without famiics, and a;ld peo-
ple. Because of the famine, many men and young people
have had to go far from their homes in search o; work
to buy food. This migration is bad for fae.tily tite end also
for the coentry's development.

Father Delmas of the Worid Wide Mission asks our
committee for $5,085 to help pay for the creation of
jobs for a few hundred heads of families dunug just this
one year. Father Delmas would like to:

) Provide work near their home for 400 heads of
families for two weeks before the. maize harvest, at a
total cost of $3,390.
2) Provide work near their :names for 200 heads of
familiea for two weeks before the November hatvest,
at a total cost of $1,695,

Your Field Director recorrerands that we support the
project. With their pay, the men will be able to earn
enough to buy millet and rice to feed their families. The
work will help stop water erosion on the groends of va-
rious primary schools and a Domestic Science Collegenn
When familiee are very poor indeed, the World Wide
Mission will give maize flour as well as pay for the
wmk done.

Total estimated project coSt $5,085

After you have decided on final
priorities for this developiag country,
reexamine your decision-meking proc-
ess. The following might be helpful

I. fa making decisions about proj
ects, did- you set priorities based on
your own culturtd values or did you
consider hist the cultural 'needs of
Upper Volta?

2. What masons can you give to
explain the slower development of
Uppe-. Volta'?

3. nlimjted funds were avail-
able, a kinds of projects should
receive . highest priority in a de-
.veloping country? (e.g., which prob-

k !ems should be attacked first?)
4. Would you want to sec all de-

veloping countries become as pros-

perous and industrialized as the U.S.?
Why or why not? If not, should there
be "limits" to growth? What might
be the consequences of "unlimited"
growth?

For Further Investigation:

In an effort to stimulate some
serious thoUght on U.S.' government
economic and Military assistance to
developing countriesa consider the
following questions:

I. Should the U.S. government
give aid in the form of grants or loans
to developing countries? Why or why
not? Would government eid take a
form different from 'assistance from
private organizations? Why?

2. Which countries _should receive
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aid? On what basis? Look up charts
on aid to see which 10 countries re-
ceived the most aid in lSr71. Why do
youesuppose that some countries re-
ceived, inure aid than others?

3. For what kinds of projects do
you think aid should he given: edu-
cation, technical instruction, highways,
health, growing food, population con-
trol? Or do you think we should ask
what priority the host country has for
our aid, which it must repay: end then
try to devote the aid to the projects
they prefer?

Reprinted from INTERCOM 73,
Teaching Toward Global Per
spectives. CENTER FOR WAR/
PEACE STUDIES,218 East 18th
Street, New York, NY 10003



Conflict 10-12 Guide Reference:
Contemporary Issues (p. 48)

LESSON 2: CHOOSING A SITE

This 1,L,sson involves a housing project location game which requires
C:ficult and realistic decision-making in a role-playing situation. Con-
f1i:; of many sorts are lxdlt into the game; participants are encouraged
to u.i...!rstand the bases of the conflicts and to work together to reso17e
them. The authors of the game suggest that it be used as part of a trlit
on city life and minority communities.

PERFORMANCE OPJECTIVES

Students will

1. understand the feelings and motivations of a particular citizen
by role playing his or her part in a public decision-making
process.

2. appreciate the variety of conflicts of interest which can
arise within a city.

3. see how conflicts are aggravated by prejudice and resistance to
change.

4. work together as a group to resolve conflicts and achieve a
common goal.

TENEMENT HOUSING PROJECT LOCATION GAME*

A "blue-ribbon" citizens' group has been chosen by the mayor of "Liberty-
ville" to decide on the location of a new federally funded low-income
housing project. The citizens' group will consist of seven people (students)
each living in one of the seven neighborhoods listed below and located on
the map. The new low-income housing project must be located in one of the
seven neighborhoods.

* Reprinted from "Geography, Social Action and the Black Community," by
0. Fred Donaldson and George A. Davis in Teaching About Life in the City,
NCSS YEARBOOK, 1972, pp. 196-198. Reprinted with permission of the
National Council for the Social Studies.
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Lesson 2: Choosing a Site -- cont'd.

Only certain givens are presented at the beginning; as the game progresses
the group may mutually decide upon additional rules. There is a federally
e.ointed director who must aaprove all rule additions and/or changes and
who will act as arbiter when decisicns must be made.

Thc Lc...-en neighborhoods are presented as in Table 1.
4

TABLE 1

The Seven Neigporhoods of Libertyville

Population
Denity

Home
Ownership

..
.

Average Age
of Structure

Type of
Neighborhood

1. Cf2nter City high

, .

rent,
same own

most 20+ years low income
Black

. Woodlawn moderate own, rent 10-15 years univ. area
70% white

- 3.. BeUetfue low-moderate own 10 years high income
99% white

4. Grosse Pointe low own most 20+ years large estates
100% white

5. Georgetown moderate-high rent,
some own

15-20 years low income
90% white

6. Plid-America moderate rent, own 10-15 years middle income
100% white

7. Broadmre high rent 1-5 years high income
West 99% white

The following is some information on the role that each of the seven
students will assume. It is perhaps important to remember that, to a cer-
tain degree, each of the following roles is a stereotype.

Center City -- married male laborer, four children, sympathetic to militant
welfare rights group, thinks public housing is not an answer based on past
experience.

Woodlawn -- married university professol4, one child, long history of civil
rights ! )rk, aommitted to nonviolent change through system.

- 24-
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Lesson 2: Choosing a Site -- cont'd.

A HAP OF "LIBERTYVILLE"

RAILROAD FREEWAY

WATER

CITY BOUNDARY

1

#6
;

T:
# 5

T-, .

\C.B.D.

#2

ONITSITY FREEWA

1 I

111
4 6

\
\

\

\WATER \
\CITY

\
BBUNDARY /\

BeZZevue -- married white collar worker, two children, worried about prop-
erty values, wants to keep community stable, "when I moved here I picked a
neighborhood and I don't want it changed."

Grosse Pointe -- city councilman, married, one child, in city government
for ten years, at-large position depends on white voters, old wealthy family,
owns extensive rental units in ghetto.

- 25 -
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Lesson 2: Choosing a Site -- cont'd.

Georgetown -- married Male laborer,'four, children, wavried about neighbor-
hood and increase in crime rate, "my people made it in America why should
'they' get any help?"

L'id-America -- married housewife, three children, husband worried about
n'..ighbcrhcod, wife's agitation could cost him his job, through work in
worn'n's lib she has noticed the contradictions in American society and the
siml_..:rity between swdsm and racism in America.

Broadmore West -- married banker, worried about safety of neighborhood,
"housing patterns are a matter of cangregation not segregation. It just
happens that way."

Each student is to react in the game as he thinks the person whose role
he is playing would act. Research will need to be done by each student to
back up "feelings" about the "proper" location of the project.

At the end of the game each student will turn in the following:

1. a diary including his own personal feelings and how these differ from
those of the person that he is "playing"; also noting various positions--
that he took during the game with the research used to back up those
positions in the group debate;

2. the group *to turn in its decision in written form with the reasons
for its choice.

Another way of beginning such a program of study is to discuss the
geography of the Black community. Questions such as the following might
arise:

1. Where is the Black population located? The young? The elderly?

2. Where are the institutions and services that serve or are supposed to
serve the community located?

3. Where are k rats?

All of these questions can be answered with the use of maps, and can lead
to further inquiry pertaining to regional concepts such as "turf," colony,
neighborhood, or gerrymandering.

1. How large is your neighborhood?

2. Where are various "turfs"?

26 -
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Lesson 2: Choosing a Site -- cont'd.

3. Where and what are the boundaries for these social areas?

The region and boundary ideas are in turn likely to lead to a discussion
of movement between and within areas.

1. Whcre do children play? Why?

2. :4:1,at is the residential movement pattern?

3. l'hat is the pattern of use of existing health-and recreation facilities?

4. What is the pattern of school attendance? School bussing?"

5. Vhat is the spatial relationship of the urban transportation system
to the Black community?

Questions concerning man-environment relations in the ghetto might also
be raised.

1. Where are the areas of greatest pollution of various types?

2. Where are the areas of greatest death and disease?

The students' neighborhood can serve as the organizational unit through
which these questions'are approached.

- 27 -
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Conflict 10-12 Guide Reference:
Analyzino Co::f1ict in Eth:2ic Studies (Iv. 42-45)

LESSON 3 : ABOLITION AND WOMEN S SUFFRAGE

by David C. King

The abolition movement and the beginnings of the women's suffrage move-
ment Jre rarely combined in American history courses. But there are im-
portant similarities -- points of comparison that can be used to help
studelts see the relationship between conflict and social change.

At the same time, the conflict lens can provide the class with valuable
nev insights into people's long struggles for equal rights. Of course
there are very real differences between the plight of black slaves and that
of women -- these will emerge during the study.

Although this study can be limited to a social studies classroom,
greater depth will be acquired if it is combined with reading assignments
in English classes. The situation is i.d.a1 for tem teaching.

PROCEDURE

1. Assign reading from your text on the anti-slavery movement prior to
1860. Discussion questions:

a. In what ways are the beginnings of the movement an expression of
conflict?

b. What are the goals of the parties involved?

c. The movement is a social protest. Do all social protests repre-
sent expressions of conflict? (Answers could form the basis for
hypothesis formation to be tested throughout the unit.) Can the
students think of other protest movements -- in the past or now?
Are there any current organized protests in your community --
e.g., forming a union; saving a neighborhood; protecting the

environment;,reforming prisons; better opportunities for women.

2. Draw comparisons -- if students, with help, find examples of contem-
porary social protest, they should be able to see a certain sameness
of structure:

Who is involved? What are the issues?

Uhat change is being advocated? Why is the change being resisted?

- 29 -
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Lesson 3: Abolition and Women's Suffrage -- cont'd.

3 Assign text readlng on the beginnings of women's movement for equal
rights -- even though the subject is treated in post-Civil War chapters.

Note that the women's movement begins just as the abolition move-
rent gains momentum. Is there a connection? Is the Jacksonian
snirit a factor? How can the class find answers to those questions?
C:o standard te:ft provides the answers.)

Build on that curiosity and employ it as a transition to:

4. The literature of social protest.

Through English or language arts class, have the students read
some of `the writings and speeches of (a) aLolitionists and (b) early
suffrattis. Individual or team reading assignments and class re-
ports are suggested.

Some key questions:

a. Is there a connection between the movement to end slavery and the
movement to give women the vote?

b. Why does this begin in the 1830's?

c. Why did some writers express themselves through poetry?

Some good sources:

a. Gerda Lerner, Grimke Sisters From South Carolina: Rebels Against
Slavery, Houghton Mifflin, 1967.

b. portions of Page Smith, Daughters of the Promised Land: Women
in American History, Little, Brown 6 Co., 1970, pp. 140-153.

c. for a discussion of-pro- and anti-slavery sentiment in folksongs,
theater and literature: chapter 3 of Benjamin Quarles, The Negro
in the Making of America, Collier Books, 1969.

d. Black spirituals (records would be excellent) and accounts of
conditions in Thomas R. Frazier, ed., Afro-Amerscan History:
Primary Sources, Harcourt, Brace § World, 1970, Chapter 3.

e. poetry in Milton Meltzer, ed., In Their Own Words: A History of
the American Negro, Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1964.

- 30 -
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Lesson 3: Abolition and WOmen's .511ff:rage -- coned.

5. DiscoverieS thd.students should rake:

a. Many of the women involved in anti-slavery campaigns were also
advocates of voting rights for women.

b. Black women who wvoked to end slavery -- e.g. Sojourner Truth --
spoke strongly for women's rights.

c. Resistance to both movements was somewhat similar: i.e. people
should not tamper with the established social order; most slaves
and women were content, except for the few agitators.

6. Other directions to explore:

a. Poll-A out the wide variety of ways that protest was expressed:
spe2ches, letters, autobiogiephies, poetry, newspapers, folksongs,
novels.

b. Some students may be able to deal with symbolic acts as a means
of protest -- e.g. Amelia Bloomer. You might discuss symbolic
acts by American Indians today -- what are the reasons behind such
actions?

c. .Do these protest movements auggest ways in which conflict can .

contribute to social change?

ACTIVITIES

1. Various episodes for role-playing will suggest themselves as you
proceed through the unit.

2. Recordings of spirituals would be helpful -- a guest singer or folk-
lorist would be exciting for the students. University departments of
black studies or folklore might prove helpful.

3. Students interested in media could present a slide-tape show. A gcod
source of pictures, despite a biased text, is: Oliver Jensen, The
RevoZt of American Women; A PictoriaZ Eistory, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1952, 1971.

ENLARGING THE STUDY

Using your text and literature, drama, poetry, film, music -- follow
the development of the black struggle for equal rights up to today. The
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Lesson 3: Abolition and Women's Suffrage -- cort'd.

same can be done with the continuing crusade for women's rights.

These two themes of sccial conflict provide a thread from the
1930's to the present that will provide students with an important
neans of understanding two important aspects of American History.

Me historical background will also enable them to better under-
stand the nature of their contemporary world -- especially a sense
of why the two movements have continued for such a long period.
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Conflict 10-12 Guide Reference:
Uisunderstanding Others (pp. 7-9)

LESSON 4: THE SACRED RAC

This reading shows one aspect of American life as it might be viewed
by an anthropologist outside our culture. Ideally, it should fit in with
the st.Idy of India or of other non-Western cultures. This is fun reading,
but i.: also makes a good introduction to the problems that can result
from different cultures' perceptions and valuing.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS (to follow the reading)

1. How far did you read before you recognized what the "rac" is? How
did you feel about being described in this way, as an "asu"?

2. How accurate is Dr. Thapar about the "rac"? Do you agree with him
on any points? What values of his own are reflected in this piece?
What values does he attribute to the Asu?

3. Where do you think Dr. Thapar is wrong? Why? How would you explain
his mistakes to him? Remember that you do not share all the same
knowledge or values.

4. Imagine you were an Indian exchange student come to live here for a
year. "The Sacred Rac" was required reading as part of your prepara-
tion. What problem's might you have in getting along here?

ACTIVITIES

1. Using this ar:ticle as a model, write (or represent through drawings
or cartoons) your own version of how an anthropologist from another
specific country might analyze an aspect of American culture.

2. Make a study of the sacred cow in India. Different teams of students
may report on the importance of the sacred cow to spiritual well-
being, to farm life, to /the rate of agricultural modernization, etc.
Then write a short piece on the sacred cow from the point of view of
anitndian with a specific occupation and social status. As an Amer-
ican, do you view the cow differently? Discuss what (if anything)
should be done about the sacred cow in India. Are your ideas now
different from what they were when you first started your study?
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Lesson 4: The Sacred Rac cont'd.

'ME SACRED "RAC9*

An Indian anthropologist, Chandra Thapar, made a study of foreign
culture's Lhich had customs similar to those of his native land. One cul-
ture in particular fascinated him because it reveres one animal as sacred,
mu.;11. the people in India revere the cow. The things he discovered
migLT interest you since you will be studying India as part of this course.

The tribe Dr. Thapar studied is called the Asu and is found on the
American continent north of the Tarahumara of Mexico. Though it seems to
be a highly developed society of its type, it has an overwhelming pre-
occupation with the care and feeding of the rac -- an animal much like a
bull in size, strength and temperament. In the Asu tribe, it is almost
a social obligation to own at least one if not more racs. Anyone not
possessing at least one is held in low esteem by the community because
he is too poor to maintain one of these beasts properly. Some members
of the tribe, to display their wealth and social prestige, even own herds
of racs.

Unfortunately the rac breed is not very healthy and usually does not
live more than five to seven years. Each family invests large sums of
money each year to keep its rac healthy and shod, for it has a tendency
to throw its shoes often. There are rac specialists in each community,
perhaps more than one if the community is particularly wealthy. These
specialists, however, due to the long period of ritual training they must
undergo and to the difficulty of obtaining the right selection of charms
to treat the rac, demand costly,offerings whenever a tribesman must treat
his ailing rac.

At the age of sixteen in many Asu communities, many youths undergo a
puberty rite in which the rac figures prominently. The youth must petition
a high priest in a grand temple. He is then initiated into the ceremonies
that surround the care of the rac and is permitted to keep,a rac.

Although the rac may be used as a beast of burden, it has many habits
which would be considered by other cultures as detrimental to the life of
the society. In the first place the rac breed is increasing at a very
rapid rate and the Asu tribesmen have given no thought to curbing the rac
population. As a consequence the Asu must build more and more paths for

* Reprinted with permission from Patricia Hughes Ponzi.
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Lesson 4: Tho Sac2:ed Rac cont'd.

the rac to travel on since its delicate health and its love of racing
other racs at high speeds necessitates that special areas be set aside for
its use. The cost of smoothing the earth is too costly for any one in-
divi=unl to undertake; so it has become a community project and each

:man must pay an annual tax to build new paths and maintain the old.
Tir are so maAy paths needed that some people move their homes because
t,,rt :'7C paths must be as straight as possible to keep the animal from
inj,.:.xing itself. Dr. Thapar also noted that unlike the cow, which many
people in his country hold sacred, the excrement of the rac cannot be
used as either fuel or fertilizer. On the contrary, its excrement is
exceptionally foul and totally-useless. Worst of all, the rac is prone
to rainages in which it runs'down anything in its path, much like stam-
peding cattle. Estimates are that the rac kills thousands ofthe 4u in
a year.

Despite the hich cost of its upkeep, the damage it does to the laud,
and its habit uf destructive rampages, the Asu still regard it as being
essential to the survival of their culture:
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Conr.Zict 10-12 Guide Reference.:,,....
Government as a mf!ans of Regm.:RLing- Conflict (pp. -17-48)

LESSON 5 : THE FUTILITY OF STRI1...7:S

Of course the owners of factories, mines, and railroads were oftA2A re-minded of the workers' complaints. Conflicts between owners and workersbeemne common. But the owners 'had all the weapons on tlwir f!'ide, while
the workers struggled to fmd some way to fight back.

fr the following hiegraphical story, look for the answers to thesequestionw

What methods could owners use to keep workers "in their proper
places"?

O How were workers trying to combat the power of the owners?
O What steps did Gompers use to try to improve the conditions of

labor?
How does this story illustrate expression of conflict, conflict
resolution, and change?

SAMUEL GOMPERS

Samuel Gompers was born in a London slum in 1850, the son of Jewish-
Dutch parents. By the time he was ten, he had joined his parents as a
full-time worker. In 1863, the family migrated to America, arriving in New
York in the midst of the draft riots that tormented the city during the Civil
War years. The Gornpers found home in a crowded tenement near the
Bowery. Their trade was cigar making, a craft that required considerable
skill. While his parents worked at home, Sam hired himself out to one of
the sweatshops.

The sweatshops were usually located in lofts or tenement apartments
Sweatshops were so called he- along New York's lower East Side. They were often poorly lighted and any
cause they were hot, ailless. and sort of ventilation was largely a matter of chance. Usually the air wascrowded, filled with the acrid dust of tobacco leaves. The benches and tables, not

built for comfort, forced the workers to shift position constantly in order to
avoid cramps. The hourly Wage was very low since workers were paid ac-
cording to how many finished cigars they turned out.

Despite the conditions, young Sam enjoyed his work. A half-century la-
ter, he wrote of his experiences: "I loved the touch of soft velvet.; tobacco,
and gloried in the deft surenes with which I could make cigars grow in
my fingers, never wasting a sc'rap of material. I felt a prince in my own
realm, with never a care for the future."

Although the work required skill, a sure craftsman learned to work al-
most automatically. This, said Gompers, "left us free to think, talk, listen,
or sing." He wrote about the close comradeship that developed:

"I loved the freedom of that work, for I had learned the mind-freedom
that accompanied skill as a craftsman. I was eager to learn from discus-

An illustration of cooperation, sion and reading or to pour out my feelings in song. Often we chose some
rather than conflict among the one to read to us who was a particularly good reader, and in payment the
workers, rest of us gave him sufficient of our cigars so he was not the loser. The

reading was always followed by discussion, so we learned to know each
other pretty thoroughly. We learned who could take a joke in good spirit,
who could marshal his thoughts in an orderly way, who could distinguish
clever sophistry from sound reasoning. The fellowship that grew between
congenial shopmates was something that lasted a lifetime...."
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This haphazard education helped develop two important ideas thatwere
to guide Gannets' career. First, something had to be done to improve
v.erecr.i. renditions. Higher pay, shorter hours, and a decent environment

second idea was that crZt workers were different from
u workees, ;Ind the crafts differed from each other. The strength ofa ere :v oot ef the comradeship Gompers felt so strongly. This specialseteee sed be u:ied to help labor's cause. Craftsmen were also more
difficult fer Lhe owners to rplace. He decided therefore, not to seek a
un eiee of ll workers, whether skilled or unskilfed. Instead, he wanted a
separete union for each craft. The craft unions could then cooperate in
some sort x federn tion without losng their special identity.

But the rc:qid to creating unions and making them workable was a long
and troul)led proces:e The first attempts were disasters. There was no et-
ganized effort to present demands or negotiate a settlement. In other
words, thfe.e was nothing like collective bargaining.

Larking Igh t ori.mnization, the workers often went on strike out of sheer
desperation. -The employer fixed wages until he shoved them down to a
point where human endurance revolted," Gompers recalled. "Often the re-
volt startA by an individual whose personal grievance was sore, who rose
and declared: 'I am going on strike. All who remain at 'work are scabs.'
Usually the workers went out with him."

The workers realized the need for better organization than that. It was
too easy for the owner simply to fire them and hire others. They needed a
way to keep nonunion workers out; and they needed funds to carry them
over a period of a sustained strike.

Money was set aside for strike purposes. Once the strike began, picket
lines were formed and nonunion workers were asked not to cross. In 1877,
the Ciga makers' International Union of America tried a city-wide strike.
"Provision kitchens" were set up and the union distribute-el-food to hun-
dreds of striking workers. Medical assistance and even money to pay rents
were provided.

Fiut the union's meagre resources couldn't compete with the power of the
owners. "Nlore than anything else," Gompers wrote, "the strikers were
anxIous to keep roofs over their heads. On October 24th, the employers
broueb t in w action a terrible weapon. [They] evicted workers from ten
tenen en Ls."'

The strikers held on for a few more weeks. They had kept some money
eorninc; in by allowing a few workers through the picket lines. These work-
ers then turned over most of their income to the union. In December, the
owners knocked out this feeble prop by locking their doors against allworkers.

The strike was broken and the workers went back to their benches. Like
other leaders, Gompers was refused his old job and so went to work at
another swea Ow. There he encountered Still another weapon of the own
ersthe Hackled.. Here is how he described the experience:"I had sat at my bench and had made about twenty cigars when Mr.
Stachelberg rm over to me, examined the cigars I had made, said that
they were very good, and greeted me cordially. But five minutes after-
wards the foremaa told me that Mr. Stachelberg wanted to see me in his
office. On my arrival there ... he said that he regretted very much what he
was about to say tome, but he could not help it; that he liked me personally
and liked my work but that the Manufacturers' Association had decided
that the leaders of the strike should not be employed by any member of the
Association. He didnot want to discharge me, but I would confer a great
favor if I would leave
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Goa ipers cootine,-d his orKtiniiing avt;vities. In 1886, the American Fed-
eration of Labor was started, employing his ideas about the craft unions.Each craft formed its own local, state, and nntional hranchcs. Thus there
w is a separate union for cigannakers. :Inc for hat-makers, 11nr 1.11* jtrarri.
fitters, and so on. All the nationwide groups then formed the Fi.41trAtion,
with Gompers as the first president. Ile held the post until his d.,--.ott, in
1924, by wh time membership in the AFL had chmbed to over ;Op it).

With unions and federatitms like the AFL. the workers had now crf-Lit
weapon of their own. But there wore still giant obstacles in the way. Tile

right t.o strike, for example, had no general acceptance.
Ail example of the opposition to labor wat., provided by Gomps.rs' at-

tempt to bring the forces of government to bear on the problems of work,
iag conditions. Ile developed a friendi..'-op with a young member of the
New York legislature, named Theodore Roosevelt, who had toured the
toneinent. factories of N..,w York. Roosevelt agreed with Gompers that the
r-rowded, unsanitary conditions were inhuman and must be changed. If
!hey pould push a hi:1 through the state iegizitature outlawing the cigar-
making sweatshops. it mule be med a wedge for more lef.dslation to

lOWn 001.1.q. S'Awttsletp: and tenernelii Cact:»-ies.
Itoroevelt went to work guiding the bill through the legislature- Gov-

ernor ( ;rover Clevelend supported the measure and sigraxl the law when itwits passed. luoked like a great tri.r mph for the cause of labor.
But tie- owners of the sweatshops took the matter to court. The law wasneelared nocorwtitutionsl. Such a law, said the couri, would interfere with

"ihe wort table use of real estote." And the judges. saw no public. advantageto Olt:, law. It i:annot be ptirccive,-:,' the derision read, "how the cigarmakeris to h. improved M his health n is morals by forcing him from his homeand its haliowod associ:,itiors at.o 0-.0althyl influences lin order to] ply hist rade k 1s-where.-
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CREATING YOUR OWN LESSONS

EXPANDING TEXT TREATMENT OF CONFLICTS

Your text or course mate.1..11s are likely to survey, a number of con-
temporary issues. There are some easy steps you can take to build
33tter lessons out of them.

First, update the material. What has happened to the issue since
the text was vitten? Survey the Reader's Guide for more recent articles.
Select or revrew titles that will present opposing viewpoints. These
should be balanced so that material isn't loaded in favor of one position.

Second, relate the issue to your own community. How is your town
or city involved in the controversy? You can involve the class more by
planning field trios, photography expeditions or inviting visitors to
the class.

Third, decide what other activities will make the lesson or unit
more lively. For example, you might make a list of interest groups or
individuals involved, write up brief descriptions of these, and assign
them as roles. Arriving at a decision, then, should reflect these
assigned positions. You can carry involvement a step further, too.
If the students feel strongly about the issue, or come to do so during
the study, establish some way for them to put their conclusions to
action. Letter-writing or poster campaigns, for example, or school
meetings or activities can provide active involvement.

Finally, go back over your planning and make a list of objectives
the materials should serve. Devise whatever form of evaluation you-
feel comfortable with to determine if the objectives have been achieved.

Here is a sample, drawn from Ecctnomic Life in Modern America, by
Jack Allen. The text section is titled: "Inquiry: How Serious Are Our
Environmental Problems?" The focus is on the Santa Barbara oil spill
of 1969, but this is actually only a brief introduction to a series of
conflicting viewpoints on environmental issues in general:

In January, 1969, a great oil well blow-out occurred offshore at
Santa Barbara, California. With distress, and often anger, concerned
Americans each day viewed on their television sets the futile efforts to
keep the slimy oil slicks from marring the beautiful beaches and killing
the area's wildlife. A year later, in recognition of the disaster, a
national conference wag held in Santa Barbara. Conservationists, polit-
ical leaders, and ordinary citizens who gathered at the conference
adopted a Declaration-of Environmental Rights:

-1.
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Creating Your Own Lessons -- cont'd.

"All men have the right to an environment capable of sustaining life
and promoting happiness. If the accmulated actions of the past become
destructive of this right, men now living have the further right to re-
pudiate the past for the benefit of the future. And it is manifest that
cen:_rir:s of careless neglect ^f the environment have brought mankind
to a f:ndl crossroads. The quality of-our lives is eroded and our vary

threatened by our abuse of the natural world...:

Eacomizing that the ultimate remedy for these fundamental problems
is 9u-1nd in man's mind, not his machines, we call on sccieties and their
governments to recognize and implement the following principles:

- We need an ecological consciousness that recognizes man as member,
not master, of the community of living things sharing his envi-
ronment.

- We must extend ethics beyond social relations to govern man'S
contact with all life forms and with the environment. itself.

- We need a renewed idea of community which will shape urban envi-
ronments that serve the full range of human needs.

- We must find the courege to take upon ourselves as individuals
responsibility for the welfare of the whole environment, treating
our own back yards as if they were the world and the world as if
it were our back yad.

- We must develop the vision to see that in regard to the natural
world private and corporate ownership should be so limited as to
preserve the interest of society and the integrity of the environ-
ment.

- We need greater awareness of our enormous powers, the fragility
of the earth, and the consequent responsibility of men and govern-
ments for its preservation.

- We must redefine 'progress' toward an emphasis on long-term
quality rather than immediate quantity.

We, therefore, resolve to act. We propose a revolution in conduct
toward an environment which is rising in revolt against us. Granted that
ideas and institutions long established are not easily changed; yet today
is the first day of the rest of our life on this planet. We will begin
anew."

Caught up in the same concern, President Nixon issued a statement
from the White House a few days after the Santa Barbara conference. "The
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Creating Your Own Lessons -- cont'd.

task of cleaning up our environment," he stated, "calls for a total mobi-
lization by all of us. It involves go7ernmcmt at every level; it re-
quires the help of every citizen. It cannot be a matter of simply sitting
back ana blcming someone else. Neither is it one to be left to a few
hui.-11 leaders. Rather, it pr.osents us with one of those rare situations
ih :dch each individual everywhere has an.opportunity to make a special
,:...ribution to his country as well as his.Community."

The urgency of the Nixon message was underscored by the biologirt,
Dr. Earry Commoner. In a published article that appeared at approximately
the same time as the presidential statement, Dr. Commoner warned, "We
hove time -- perhaps a generation -- in which to save the environment
from the fincl effects of the violence we have already done it, and to
save ourselves from our suicidal folly. But this is a very short time
to achieve the massive environmental repair that is needed. We will
need to start now."

Such expressions of urgency and concern are related to the broad
question of ecology. As important as it is, not everyone is as impressed
by the urgency of the situation. Calling the ecology movement "a fad,"
a leading sociologist, Amitai Etzioni, writing in the magazine SCIENCE,
placed the environmental movement down the list in his order of national
priorities.

"This new commitment has many features of a fad: a rapid swell of
enthusiasm...fanned by mass media.... And the commitment is rather
shallow. Few citizens seem aware of the costs they will have to bear as
taxpayers, consumers, and automobile and home owners....

'The complicated problems that pollution control poses can be handled
only in-part through a crash program. Public and legislative.commitment
ought to be built up for a long pull. But even if one day water and air
again are as pure as they were before man polluted them, rafifother en-
vironmental problems -- from ugly cities to overcrowding -- will still '

be with us.

Now we should continue to give top priority to "unfashionable" human
problems. Fighting hunger, malnutrition, and rats should be given
priority over saving wildlife, and hmproving our schools over construct-
ing waste disposal systems. If we must turn to 'Environment,' first
attention should be given to the 57,000 Americans who will lose their
lives on the road.; in 1970."

In similar vein, TIME, the weekly news magazine, reported in its
August 3, 1970 issue on the growing protest against the ecology movement.

- 14.3 -
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Creating Your Own Lessons -- cont'd.

'To some critics, the environmental movemcv.lt resembles a children's
crusade of opportunistic politician.3,.zea:I.Jus Leaguers, longhaired
eco-activists and scientists who speuk tc,o oweeningly and too gloomily....

...c.zrious critics like UCversity of Chicago Economist Milton
.vi3w tile environmental movement as.a mere fad that will soon

li_rj-,7h, like the 117.f.r on Poverty. Friedman also decries the tendency of
soi .p.. crusaders to cast big industrial corporations as 'evil devils who
are dalil)erately polluting the air.' He argues that the real sourcc of
most pollution is the consumer.

Both thc, leftist Progressive Labor Party and Conservative Columnist
William F. B,:ickley, Jr. see the movement as a diversion from more impor-
tant national primAties. Joining them in this view are many antiwar
students who feel that peace far outranks pollution as a protest goal....

Blacks generally are the most vocal opponents of all. Cleveland Mayor
Carl Stokes has said that providing housing, clothing and food for the
poor should take precedence over finding ways to combat air and water

rv*

This kind of approach can clearly be used with local irsues. What
is the equivalent in your community of the Santa Barbara incident?

Updating is also important. The text account was written before
such e7ents as the energy crises and the long-running bouts with infla-
tion and recession. How would such occurences change things in Santa
Barbara -- or in your community?

In 1969. the people of Santa Barbara felt strongly about the need to
prevent another oil spill. Community spirit was strong; conservation
activities were vigorously supported.

More recent news accounts would help bring the Santa Barbara case
up to the present. In the spring of 1975, the city was once again in
the news. company wanted to build a $30 million refinery just outside
the city for processing oil and natural gas from new offshore sources.
The proposal was to be voted on by the people of Santa Barbara in a
special referendum.

* Originally printed in The Selling of the President by Joe McGinness,
Simon and Schuster, 1969. Reprinted with permission.
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Creating Your Own Les:;ons ccntld.

What would they decide? The issue is perfect for having students
conduct a simulated referendum. What ct-Aements would be made by both
stdes? What decision would the class reach and why? Would the Santa
Barbara vote7.,s agree with the class viewpoint? Why or why not?

You can then have the class analyze the results of the referendum.
6. vote of 35,000 to 34,700, the people of Santa Barbara approved

c-.-laction of the refinery. In considering what factors were responsi-
ble ier this change of mood, the students should know that those sup-
porting the construction argued that the refinery would probably be built
anyway -- prol)ably in offshore waters beyond county jurisdiction.

USIn AWSPAPER ACCCWTS

On any given day, a review of the newspaper will turn up conflicts
that cp_n be related to your course work. Some of the articles will offer
a fresh and immediate approach, and are.likely to involve controversies
within your own community or places near-by.

Consider the possibilities of an article like the following:

HOW A NUCLEAR PLANT SET A TOWN BUZZING*

United Press International

Arlington, Ore. -- Life in this north central Oregon community of 400
hasn't been the same since Portland General Electric announced plans to
build two $1 billion nuclear plants here.

There's no crime to speak of, the phone book is a single sheet of
paper and everyone knows everyone else.

Mayor Foster ,Odom, 59, who runs Arlington's hardware store, used to
muddle over such problems as where to locate the town dump.

Now he's busy taking a hand in the formulation of grant applications
for such things as sewer lines, more water hookups, roads and an airport
to handle a population expected to quadruple in the next few years.

* San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle, August 17, 1975, p. 3. Reprinted
with permission of The United Press International.
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Creating Your Own Lessons -- cont'd.

Questions about where a tiny community can come up with $360,000 in
matching money for such ambitious undel'taking bring a muttering from Odom
about "tax prepayments."

Thm he follows with "I'm ..3t at liberty to discuss that further."

Ens Clough, PGZ's local public affairs officer, has the answer. He
say: _GE can supply impact funds through pre-payment of taxes._

Ju:It how much of this funding will be provided by the utility is now
undclr study, Clough added..

The first plant is not scheduled for completion until 1983, but al-
ready local real estate has begun to skyrocket. Lots that sold for $250
five years ago are now selling for upwards of $5,000.

And the word environmentalist is fast becoming a dirty word.

Lloyd Marbet is an environmentalist much talked about in Arlington.

Marbet, of Portland, has been designated by the state as an intervenor
against the plant's canstruction.

His main concern is over long-term storage of radioactive wastes and
the need for more generating facilities.

He has launched a court action against PGE and the case is not ex-
pected to be resolved fOi, about a year.

"Most people around here hate that fellow with a Passion," Odom said.
"We don't go to Portland and mess with them and Portlanders should stay
in Portland and tend to their own business."

Business in Arlington couldn't be better.

Odom says plans are now underway for 19 new homes and "at least two"
new apartment buildings. "And that's only the beginning."

The change in lifestyle has a few residents on edge but the mayor
says 95 per cent of the population support the plants.

One bartender said, "You won't find a businessman here who's against
it.

- 46 -
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Creating Your Own Lessons -- cont'd.

One use of the item would be as an introduction to a research assign-
ment which the class can help design. W;)at information would they need
to have to draw their own conclusions? What do others say about the whole
issue of nuclear power plants? What sources should be used? Once they
lv' e::,ciled on research assig-ments, carried them out and reported, go
1,1c. to the original issue and see how the class would resolve it.

particular.article also has good possibilities for role-playing.
This migh be combined with research or with the use of audio-visual
sup,:lements.

A third cpproach would be to relate the Arlington incident to your
cormunity. Find the site of the nearest proposed or existing plant. Is
there a conflict involved with this? If so, who is involved and what
are the i? What alternatives are available? What factors either
make the situation intense -- or, possibly, lead people not to pay much
attention.

The class can explore the controversy further by conducting a survey
in the community. In this way they will find out more about awareness
of the conflict, the feelings involved, the positions taken, and some
sense of how people might want to see the matter resolved.
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